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Abstract: Our societies and our economies are struggling to transform in response to the climate
crisis with the speed and intent that the rapidly deteriorating environmental situation requires.
Resistance to change is invoked as one of the reasons for the slow adoption of new
sustainable practices. In this paper, we argue that the transition to sustainable behaviors is part of
a wider adaptation to the new uncertain and precarious conditions of contemporary living and this
constitutes a unique opportunity for rapid cultural change. The analysis of a growing innovation
space that is at the crossroads of digital transformation and ecological transition shows that the
digital culture of sustainability actually goes hand in hand with the changing practices emerging
from an increasing economic and professional precariousness. Since the invention of the world wide
web, we have seen that digital innovation is an accelerator of cultural change. When applied to the
ecological transition, will digital innovation create the conditions for an equally rapid and profound
transformation of practices? To start exploring this question, we built a dedicated research tool called
If You Want To that collected several thousand digital environmental projects. Our initial findings
suggest that this wide landscape of services enables new sustainable forms of exchange, collaboration,
consumption, and production, giving rise to alternative social, environmental, and economic models.

Keywords: sustainable lifestyles; digital services; innovation; citizen science; behavioral
change; precariousness

1. Introduction

A common argument in the field of sustainability is that awareness of climate change is not enough
to trigger significant lifestyle modifications [1–3]. Studies in Europe and the US show, for instance,
that even with high rates of climate change awareness and concern, the only behavioral transformations
that are systematically reported regard recycling and energy efficiency [4–7]. A common explanation
is that people modify “low cost” practices such as organizing waste, but are less willing to change
behaviors that add a burden of time or effort to their lives such as changing their modes of commuting,
heating, or travel [8]. Simpler actions such as choosing energy-saving appliances satisfy the moral
imperative of contributing to the reduction of carbon emissions without disrupting fundamental
patterns and habits of living [9]. The starting point for most of this research, however, is the idea
that people perceive themselves as living in stable situations and that they fear destabilizing the
existing equilibrium. Within this framework, the objective therefore is to understand the mechanisms,
be they psychological, social, or economic, that will trigger and sustain behavioral change in
a positive direction. Policies, group pressure, nudging [10] education, regulations are all instruments
envisaged to help people transition from their current lifestyle to a new equilibrium characterized by
a more sustainable set of practices.
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There is a growing body of sociological and anthropological literature that describes the social
situation following the globalization process started in the 80s, as one of perceived precariousness
and not stability. Recent forms of modernity are being characterized by an increasing sense of
risk and unpredictability [11–13], greater mobility [14] and uncertainty [15,16]. In practice this
means that, in Europe, young people, in particular, have discontinuous periods of employment
and irregular incomes [17], alternate periods of employment and self-employment, have non-linear
careers, fewer safety nets from the welfare state, are less likely to be able to purchase a house, are less
likely to accumulate some capital, etc. In order to cope with these discontinuities in life patterns,
we are witnessing the emergence of new forms of distribution of risk. Young people live longer with
parents [18], live in hostels, share houses and workplaces, work from home, own fewer goods and
create strong personal networks of support. All these phenomena can be read either as forms of
economic deprivation or as ways to reconfigure the social space in order to socially distribute the
new economic and professional demands [19,20]. More recently, as people become more aware of
climate change, it is not only the professional and economic worlds that are considered unstable
and unpredictable. Increasingly even the natural world is perceived as changing along lines that are
impossible to anticipate. Politically, the effect of a sense of precariousness has been invoked to explain
a new form of populism and disengagement from the public sphere [21,22].

However, another characteristic of the current domain of experience is the fact of belonging to
a digitally enabled networked public [23]. The extensive use people across generations have had of the
web and online social networks, has laid the ground for new forms of networked collaboration that
will be far more complex than those we have seen until now [24,25]. Increasingly, we can see people
relying on digitally enabled services and collaborating with diverse, distant and occasional contacts
to carry out a growing range of activities such as sharing knowledge and experiences or exchanging
goods [26,27].

The argument we would like to make in this paper is that if we accept that precariousness rather
than stability and continuity are the defining state of most people, our outlook on sustainable transition
may be very different. Rather than having to discover how people and social groups can be encouraged
or coerced into exiting from their current stable behaviors, we can look at the role sustainable practices
play in supporting a lifestyle that is already more fluid. Many sustainable practices such as car
sharing, cycling, or transforming consumption, are already compatible with lifestyles where the lack
of a predictable and continuous income makes it impossible and undesirable to commit to long-term
loans and recurring expenses. Owning a car, having a mortgage, are only possible with a continuing
stable income. Flexible, shared, on demand, services that take advantage of the distributed nature
of the web, are a solution to discontinuous and unpredictable conditions and the rapid success of
some of the better known sharing services such as Airbnb, Uber, or Blablacar have extensively proven
it [28–30].

However, sustainable lifestyles are predicated on more than just flexibility, they tend to modify
the patterns of consumption putting people in much more active roles. Goods are bought but also sold,
rented, shared, refurbished. Food is eaten but also grown, analyzed, shared. Energy is consumed but
also produced [31,32]. In this fluid society, people move in and out of different roles as consumers,
producers, investors, recipients, and givers. This multiplicity of roles that can coexist in the same
person or household, corresponds exactly to experiences of a generation which weaves in and out of
different professional and living situations. Sustainable practices, therefore, are often perceived as
a source of empowerment and regained control because they offer a coherent response to concerns
about health, cost, use of resources and protection of the environment and they do so from a vanguard
point of increased agency and well-being [33–35]. As the Psychology of Sustainability is proposing,
solutions are sustainable when they are addressing environmental, economic and social issues but also
promoting the well-being of individuals and are doing so by offering opportunities for growth and
enrichment [34].
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There is a field of innovation that has recently emerged, that strives to provide the means, tools,
and products to be an active participant in a sustainable economy [36–38]. All over the world we
see cropping up sustainable services in the areas of soft mobility, renewable energy production,
food system, natural and recycled materials, green fashion or energy efficient housing which rely
on the internet as an infrastructure that allows to reconfigure the cycle of production, distribution,
ownership and disposal of goods [39,40]. These innovations espouse the open, distributed, connected,
nature of the web as a way to dis-intermediate the relation between producer and customer, to create
new networks of exchange and knowledge, or to blur the boundaries between producers and users [41].

Enquiry into this emerging world of green start-ups started under the name Cleanweb [38,42]
and has given rise to Cleanweb Meetups in London, Boston, Israel, New York, San Francisco, Scotland,
Cleanweb conferences (e.g., Ecosummit) and hackatons (e.g., The Cleanweb Initiative). Masero and
Townsend describe Cleanweb as: “ . . . the sector sits at the intersection between cleantech, web technology,
the Internet of Things and Collaborative Consumption. It combines technology innovation, new business models
and commercial sustainability objectives with reducing our impact on the environment. These technology
businesses are transforming the way their customers activate environmental change” [38].

As a space of innovation, it represents a radical departure from dominant and traditional
approaches to sustainable behavioral change grounded in education and regulation [43,44]. It mixes
modes of engagement, using communication, commerce, knowledge dissemination, production,
collaboration, etc. It lowers the barriers to innovation by supporting the exploration of new ideas
and the development of products at significantly lesser costs [45], and it relies on openness and
collaboration by making new propositions part of a public discourse. At the same time, and from the
perspective of culture, this innovation space creates an imaginary alternative, sustainable way of living
and a set of sustainable solutions to enact the new practices that embrace environmental concerns but
also social justice [35,46]. Behavioral change, therefore, is driven by action through the exploration of
new practices, emulation of observed behaviors and construction of new tools all happening within
a social arena characterized by intense communication, sharing and collaboration [47].

2. Methods

Mapping the Emerging World of Digital Environmental Start-Ups

Where digital and ecology meet, we find a very active community of innovators building a large
set of native (apps) and browser-based (websites) software applications that create new opportunities
to learn, make, exchange and take part in collective action. As a relatively recent, and still poorly
documented, domain of innovation, our first task was to gather a unique corpus of data. Building on
existing taxonomies [48,49], we developed a database and a set of collaborative research tools on
a dedicated software platform, called If You Want to (iywto.com).

To populate the database, we adopted a citizen science approach and partnered with volunteers
to find and collect cases, refine the data collection criteria, improve the database structure and help us
to set the research priorities. Thanks to their contribution, we have been able to gather information
on a much larger scale than initially predicted. The core group of volunteers was formed by experts
from the Cleanweb Meetup in London, who were subsequently joined by other activists who started
spotting and adding projects, ratings, and reviews.

To make the process of contributing to the platform as open and simple as possible, we developed
a dedicated suite of web tools. New projects can be added to the database directly from If You Want
To landing page by copy-pasting the url of the project page. The information is immediately made
available in the directory which can be seen by everyone, searched and browsed. The only identification
from contributors requested is an email address, so that the contribution can be acknowledged.
Regular contributors can also use a browser extension, downloaded from the If You Want To website
and installed on Chrome and Firefox browsers. Once installed, one click on a relevant project will
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automatically create a new entry in the directory with the project url. The database itself is editable so
that a description of the project and geolocation information can be provided at a later stage.

Since the public launch of the IYWTo platform in April 2016, we collected over 6000 services
and projects. The projects have been collected by a core group of about 10 independent contributors,
each with their own centers of interest, and by a large number of individual contributors.
Some contributors, who are keen on energy efficiency, renewables and mobility, primarily identify
innovations in those areas. Others focus on social innovation and particularly the many forms that
the sharing economy takes. Others cover innovation in sustainable fashion, beauty, and personal care,
while nearly all contributors collect projects in the food innovation space. Because of this plurality of
perspectives, we work under the assumption that the distributed nature of data collection together
with the relatively large number of datapoints should limit the risk of strong biases towards certain
areas or domains. As we progress with the analysis of the database, we will be able to integrate even
more perspectives and reduce the risk of biases even further.

Concerning the validity of each entry in the database, there are number of verifications being
carried out systematically. First of all, we verify that the url corresponds to a real project by
cross-checking media sources. Then we verify that the project is active by reading the latest posts
on social media, and in case of a doubt we contact the project owner. Finally, we verify that the
stated objective of the project is indeed within the scope of digital environmental innovation, that is,
digital plays a central role in the way it operates and the project contributes to limiting emissions,
environmental degradation, and in some cases, to regeneration.

A subset of the overall projects present in the directory are developed further as dedicated pages
for people to browse and discover. Over time about 1000 projects from the IYWTo repository have
been presented in greater detail with text, images, and videos. Typically, a project page includes:
a long textual description; a classification of the project in terms of level of maturity (1—proof
of concept; 2—release to market; 3—consolidation within a market; 4—expansion to new segments
or geographies); the project’s contribution to reducing environmental footprint, generating financial
gains or savings, and creating social relations; the country where the project originates from; the type
of digital technology used; a video presentation of the project, when available in the public domain;
a video interview with the founder, when available in the public domain; links to the project landing
page and dedicated text boxes to rate and post reviews, comments and observations regarding
the project.

The purpose of these one page descriptions is to stimulate the interest of users to go and visit
the website of the project. For the last 12 months, there have been around 1000 users of the website
a month coming from all over the world.

Most of the products, services and organizations are quite specific in their goals. While they all
share an overall objective of contributing to solving the climate crisis, they inscribe their projects in
particular areas of intervention such as the transformation of the modes of soil exploitation or the
adoption of renewable energy systems, or the reduction of emissions from transport, etc. Each project
can therefore be positioned within one domain of socio-ecological transition [43,50,51]:

1. Shifting from electricity and heating generated from fossil fuel to renewable sources of energy.
2. Moving from growing and eating industrial food to organic, local food systems.
3. Switching from combustion engine transport to zero or low emission types of mobility.
4. Moving from a take, make, dispose culture of production and consumption to a culture of making,

repairing, reusing and recycling.
5. Converting to a green ethical finance that looks beyond financial performance into corporations’

environmental, social and governance responsibility.
6. Enabling conscious consumption choices with products made to have the lowest possible impact

on the environment and the best possible impact on society.
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7. Supporting the shift to a proactive attitude towards climate change, environmental degradation,
social inequality expressed through participation in campaigns to respond to climate crisis, social
injustice and in actions for environmental preservation and regeneration.

Each project has its own way of activating and mobilizing their public. The complexity and sheer
size of many of the societal transformations required to transition to lower impact lifestyles, means that
there are multiple routes and components to support the change. For instance, energy transition can
be approached by becoming a producer of renewable energy using rooftop solar panels; by switching,
as a consumer, to a renewable energy supplier; by buying energy efficient devices, like LED bulbs or
software systems to manage and optimize energy consumption, etc. We therefore added a second
dimension to our project classification in terms of the mode of engagement with the socio-ecological
transition it affords:

1. Consumption, meaning the purchase and use of new, second-hand or refurbished products
and the subscription and access to utilities and services, that include rental, exchange, sharing
of goods.

2. Production, meaning the action of making goods and delivering services independently.
3. Prosumption, meaning the direct exchange of goods and services between individuals through

peer-to-peer platforms that bring together communities of people who buy, sell and exchange
goods and services without the intermediation of traditional commercial structures.

4. Activism, meaning the contribution to collective campaigns to address social and environmental
issues and take practical and political action to improve the state of the world.

5. Learning, meaning the process of acquiring a better knowledge of the climate crisis, its causes
and the ways to mitigate and adapt to it.

3. Results

The data analyzed in this study consists of the last 2000 entries in the IYWTo repository
of services. The pace of innovation in this space is so rapid that it was important to take into
account the latest innovations. The 2000 entries were collected and validated between May 8th,
2017 and February 15th, 2018. We have summarised the data from the analysis of the entries in the
IYWTo, in Table 1 showing the frequencies for the 7 socio-ecological transitions and the frequencies for
the 5 modes of engagement.

Table 1. Number of services and projects in transition and activity categories.

Making
Recycling
Repairing

Climate
Action

Energy
Transition

Sustainable
Food

Green
Finance

Low
Impact

Products

Low
Emission
Mobility

Total

Activism 39 112 16 57 8 36 9 284
Consumption 14 16 63 246 59 551 147 1087
Learning 14 62 28 83 13 105 33 340
Production 46 21 45 58 18 186
Prosumption 37 15 12 15 22 103

Total 153 211 167 443 93 722 211 2000

3.1. Analysis

3.1.1. Consumption

More than 50% of the services in the database are of a transactional nature meaning that they
are designed to allow users to purchase or rent goods and services. What this data suggests is
that the bulk of innovation is embedding sustainability in economic processes. In this space we
have definitely moved away from traditional environmentalist movements engaged primarily in
awareness raising and policy-making with a view on reducing consumption [52]. Producing and
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selling compostable cups is as much part of the fight against single-use plastics than campaigning
to bring back water fountains in cities. These services transform the consumption patterns of their
customers but also the production processes and therefore participate in modifying both the material
culture [53] and the business culture. In a field where the strongest impact is determined by the
excessive consumption and waste of resources any modification of these processes in the direction of
greater environmental and social sustainability, are profoundly transformative. They do so however
recognising that consumption is a cultural process and that attempts to simply curb it fail to recognise
its social significance [54]. The most powerful innovations come from transforming the processes,
materials and cycles in a sustainable direction. Consumption therefore spans across the ecological
transitions in food systems, mobility, energy and goods with services covering the full range of
everyday needs.

3.1.2. Learning

The services that are focused on learning are characterised by two very different types of projects:
those that show, explain and discuss how to do things such as cooking vegan, growing vegetables or
building solar installations, and those that offer access to climate and environmental data. The latter
usually created by large organizations and scientific institutes share data that is difficult to obtain on
conventional media. The former continue a longstanding tradition of the web to empower users to
make, repair and produce autonomously. Transferring knowledge, raising awareness, sharing data
are all functions of digital media that are associated with environmentalism and civic participation.
Here we find also the instructional and editorial material that are typical of blogs, online social media
and reviews. Learning is completely transversal to all the ecological transitions and represents 17% of
the services of the sample we analyzed.

3.1.3. Activism

Many organizations aim to engage users in campaigns for preserving or regenerating the
environment, and are run by well-established global organizations. The internet allows very local
initiatives to also have a presence. These organizations sit on a long tradition of green and civic
engagement and are the “public” face of the innovation space we are describing. They tend to follow
the structure of most digital systems of participation: allow users to “acquire and process information
relevant to formulating opinions about civic matters, to voice and debate opinions and beliefs related
to civic life within communities or publics, and to take action in concert and/or tension with social
institutions such as political parties, government, corporations, or community groups” [55]. There are
also other forms of activism that are related to novel forms of participation as a community, for instance
to produce community energy, to run community gardens, repair workshops etc.

3.1.4. Production and Prosumption

Production and prosumption [56] services put users in the position to be economic actors
producing autonomously some of the goods and services needed in daily life such as energy and food,
or renting and sharing some of their assets. Platforms for helping people produce, distribute, sell or buy
everything from energy to clothes, agricultural produce or beauty products are designed to put users
in the dual role of producer and consumer. Nearly 300 services are using the internet to put people
in a position to actively participate in an economic process of production, reuse, retail. In a period
of considerable precariousness the possibility of becoming an economic actor is very significant.
The projects here are only in part what we would qualify as sharing economy; in many cases they offer
solutions on how to enter a network where production, consumption and retail are combined. Some of
the best cases will be illustrated below in regards to energy.
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4. Case Studies of Sustainable Innovation That Meets Precarious Lifestyles

A more detailed analysis of some services in different domains tend to show common patterns
that go beyond the goal of reducing emissions and human impact on the environment. Most services
and projects are based on principles of co-production, suggest a transition towards use rather than
ownership, make an intense use of horizontal networks, empower users with knowledge and tools,
and often blur the roles between producer and consumer. In the domain of energy and food there is
a definite strand of innovation to transform consumers in producers. In mobility most projects are
attempting to reduce car ownership and support soft forms of mobility. Household goods, fashion
and apparel see innovation in various forms of circular economy to prolong the lifecycle of goods
or make use of recycled materials. The movement towards waste reduction is often accompanied by
a valorization of waste. All of these approaches are in our view predicated on cultural models that
redefines people’s relation with the production, use and disposal of the items and services that they
engage with. More importantly they also redefine their roles and tend to include them as active rather
than passive participants of these cycles.

4.1. Innovation for Energy Transition: Rooftop Solar, Community Energy, Smart Grids

The big driver of innovation in the energy space is empowerment, or how to create the
conditions for households, farms, businesses, organizations, communities to generate their own
renewable energy. Some innovations are very much about technology solutions but most are integrated
with new ways of becoming autonomous from centralized utilities [57,58]. In the database we find
micro-charging stations for electronics using solar (yolk and sunslice solar), hydropower (Enomad)
and wind (Waterlily Turbine); and solar-powered lighting (awango, Mpowered). New ways of generating
solar power using roofing tiles (strauss energy), smart blinds (solar gaps) and all-in-one installations
(smart flower, etree). Somewhat larger installations to generate biogas from food waste for heating and
electricity (homebiogas, Brood Nodig), alternative geothermal heating and cooling solutions (Dandelion
Energy) as well as heating solutions using server farms (nerdalize). There are new batteries and systems
to store solar energy in the home such as moixa and power vault, and small appliances that run or
capture solar power such as backpacks with integrated solar panels voltaic.

The second main driver of innovation is business models: or how to finance new renewable energy
installations, and specifically rooftop solar systems. The solutions proposed range from leasing of solar
panels to third parties (the sun exchange) to micro-payment loans, like m-kopa and fenix, to contracts
where part of the energy produced is sold back to the grid (reposit power). In these cases, we see
complex networks of relationships emerging around energy producers, connecting them with energy
utilities, financial institutions and energy consumers that can lower the initial solar investment and
even transform it in an additional source of revenue.

4.2. Innovation in Transport Services: Driving Cars and Riding Bicycles

This is the domain in which innovative services are uniquely reliant on digital technology but
also where we see a high integration with approaches to mobility that are more flexible, opportunistic
and less dependent on ownership. Innovations put forward a number of alternative, low-emission
modes of transport, as well as solutions to reduce emissions with conventional modes of transport.
Digital systems are the center of new networks connecting drivers, passengers, cars, bicycles and
service providers, through identity, reputation, geolocalization and payment systems.

Bike, scooter, car sharing and different forms of ride sharing have become an integral part of the
contemporary urban landscape and play an essential role in the transition from owning to using cars.
At the same time, they create opportunities to lower transport costs and open new sources of revenue
generation through rental of one’s vehicle on peer-to-peer platforms (go more) or picking up passengers
for short (wayzup) and long distances (blablacar). Apart from the global success of bike sharing
schemes now from offering electric bikes and more flexible dockless schemes, we have encountered
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new bicycle-as-a-service propositions (like swapfiets) and a new generation of artisan bike makers
connecting to their market directly with the web, and building bikes using natural materials, like
bamboo (like Ghana Bamboo Bikes Initiative) or wood (like Renovo), saved materials (like Roeetz), or cargo
bikes of any form and size (like portal bikes). We have come across many new forms of bicycle servicing:
from on-demand, on-site repairs and maintenance (like ridy, nipnip), to community workshops that
provide jobs for people long-term unemployed (radhof ).

4.3. Innovation in Recycling, Making, Repairing

Another strand of innovation revolves around recycling and upcycling materials. This is
a transversal trend which touches clothing, building material, food, electronics, bicycles as we saw
above, and others. The principles are always very similar in the sense that the services attempt
to extend the life of goods and materials and reduce waste. It is done by repairing, exchanging,
donating, putting goods in common, using discarded materials to create something new or simply
transforming largely available waste into components of other products. This area really is at the
crossroads of sustainability and precariousness as it transforms ownership into use, it empowers
citizens to participate in the production and maintenance of the goods they use, and in many cases
allows financial gains and savings.

The network of Repair Cafés where workshops are regularly carried out to repair electronics, toys,
and household items has extended all over the world and now count 1300 outlets.

In fashion there are hundreds of new startups that use the web to distribute jeans, eyewear, bags,
swimwear, shoes all made using recycled materials. Re/Done makes jeans from vintage Levi’s denim.
Biloum creates bags and accessories from banners, airbags and boat sails. Uptitude makes glasses from
old skis and snowboards. Indosloes shoes use soles made of repurposed tires. Davyi makes swimwear
with 100% regenerated nylon yarn from waste including spent and ghost fishing nets. These are cases
where an innovative use of materials can lead to the creation of new businesses.

Always in fashion there are platforms to buy and sell second hand clothes and accessories.
To mention a few of the better-known ones: depop, vestiare collectif. There are more and more services
supporting the shift from owning to using clothes by putting together large garment collections to rent.
Two examples is the Chinese company Duolayimeng, which has a collection of 500,000 garments to rent;
another is Hylla that offers a large collection of vintage clothes.

In the construction sector there are a number of platforms to find or make available salvaged
and surplus building materials, like Loop or Recipro in the UK. There are organizations that collect
and pay for used plastic to make into construction material. The plastic bank rewards people who
collect plastic in vulnerable communities. Plastic waste collected is payed for and is then recycled.
Similarly, Wastedlab in the Netherlands rewards people who bring waste materials with discounts in
local shops and cafés.

In food systems there are many projects aimed at reducing food waste along the value chain.
In the If You Want To database, we find projects designed to bring back into the market fruits and
vegetables discarded because of non-standard shape, form, colour or size as juices and snacks
(imperfect fruit, snact). But also projects focused on making sure that surplus or soon to expire
foods is redistributed within the local community and among food banks to reach fragile people.
Examples include Olio, Foodcloud or Bonapp, the Real Junk Food Project, just to mention a few. Restaurants
and shops advertise their soon to expire food or the food that may go wasted on apps such as too good
to go, last minute sotto casa. There are maps for foraging fruit from trees, and an increasing number of
platforms that bring together people who want to grow vegetables and people who own small plots
of land or gardens (Lend and Tend, 3000 acres). The movement towards urban growing is expanding
considerably both with the success of allotments and as private or community initiatives such as Sow
the City, the Big Dig, Plantez chez Nous.
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Object banks or libraries are also present in various cities to put in common tools and
household goods for people to share and use. Just a few examples are the Edinburgh Tool Library,
Sharevoisin, Streetbank.

5. Discussion

At the convergence of digital transformation and ecological transition, we have found a very large
and diverse range of products and services that support the development of new sustainable behaviors.
Products and services that reduce emissions, use recycled materials, limit waste, help to make,
grow and repair and contribute to the regeneration of the environment. The prime objective of
these initiatives is to have a direct environmental impact, however these services also establish the
conditions for greater agency [19] and increased well-being in many key aspects of contemporary
living, for instance, supporting the shift from passive consumption roles to the more active roles of
learner, producer, farmer, retailer, maker. All of the projects rely on the networking power of the web to
connect users, consumers to producers, citizens to institutions. While none of the services individually
express the ambition of providing alternative solutions to financial or professional instability, jointly
they delineate an ecosystem in which citizens can use networks to absorb some of the uncertainty.
Transitional projects taken together outline a lifestyle that is more conscious and is highly networked
but is also creating long-term resilience and well-being. Be it for energy, food, mobility, housing or
leisure, the solutions that are offered increase the horizontal interrelation between different social
actors generating opportunities for new types of activities and collaboration.

When analyzing the vast array of projects, there are a certain number of patterns which
emerge across the services: the coexistence of consumption and production roles, the primacy of
networks, the importance of social as well as environmental sustainability, transparency of processes,
an appeal to ethical principles, a focus on services alongside products, the transfer of knowledge,
dis-intermediation in economic transactions. Some of these features are derived from the digital nature
of the services such as the importance of online networks, the entwining of services and products or
the potential for sharing knowledge and information. Other characteristics such as the blurring of
production and consumption roles, are common to most services in what is generally characterized as
sharing economy. Other practices, however, are particular to this domain such as forms of consumption
where “consumers” interact and transact directly with small and medium-size businesses that operate
according to the principles of a circular economy, thus reducing production demand on environmental
resources to the bare minimum. In this configuration consumers are invited to exercise critical
forms of consumption choosing among alternative products and supporting new economic actors
that make a living from products and services built sustainably. Similarly many sustainable digital
services support the re-appropriation of making, production, repair and reuse in a social learning
context where people learn new skills within communities of practice. The culture of doing and
learning to do, which in the digital sphere is generally associated with the open source movements,
in this arena challenges traditional forms of consumption based on cycles of make-sell-dispose and
creates opportunities to save and earn money, develop new professional skills and social networks.
Finally, a common thread across the projects is activism. We have seen that there are many initiatives
which explicitly canvas for participation and are borne from environmental and civic movements.
However even for those projects that have a commercial objective, the environmental ethics which
permeates the majority of the services is predicated on a culture of participation.

To return to our initial question about the potential for digital services to accelerate ecological
transitions as they have done in the past for other social and economic transformations, we would
argue that these services are already inscribing themselves in a profound cultural transformation of
which the environmental component is one of the facets. In fact, the compatibility between the logic
of sustainability, the condition of precariousness, the elaboration of novel forms of agency, is what is
contributing to the rapid adoption of some new practices be they in mobility, food or consumption
and is creating the conditions for a cultural transformation.
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6. Conclusions

In this study we presented the first exploration of the data collected on the citizen science
platform If You Want To, designed to map the emerging world of digital environmental innovation.
In the lapse of 18 months we have collected more than 6000 services, products and projects that use
the internet to support a wide range of sustainable practices. This number far exceeds our initial
expectations and is constantly growing as contributors add new projects, suggesting that this is an area
of innovation which is worthy of attention. We have found this to be a very generative domain of
inquiry for a number of reasons: the projects and services are “in the wild” or open in the market
and are not niche sites of experimentation [59,60] thus offering a view of where behavioral change
is happening from the perspective of innovators, entrepreneurs and activists. Secondly, the analysis
of the intersection of digital services and sustainability reveals a new approach to environmental
engagement that is embedded in daily action and represents a radical departure from traditional
environmentalist movements. Thirdly many of the services are exploiting the best features of the
Internet to enable openness, dis-intermediation, networking, and collaboration, thus transferring by
default some characteristics of digital culture into sustainable services. Finally, a closer analysis of
the projects reveals that they are designing economic and social processes that inscribe themselves
in the emerging patterns of behaviors that are responding to the increasing sense of precariousness
and uncertainty [34]. The overlap between these two “cultures” is in our view an opportunity for
accelerating behavioral transformations.

This research programme will continue with an investigation into the assessment of the
actual contribution that these products and services make towards reducing emissions and
environmental degradation. We will also examine the usage data from the platform and cross it
with the ethnographic research we carried out in London in 2017 on the daily practices of people
who are negotiating their concerns about climate change with urban living. The usage data from the
thousands of visitors to the platform should reveal which are the main preferences and priorities.

As an open collaborative platform, IYWTo is a continuously evolving corpus of data on digital
environmental innovation available to researchers that want to study this newly developing domain.
It is also a dissemination platform that promotes the most transformative projects across a number
of channels, so as to contribute to give visibility and generate awareness of new opportunities for
sustainable living to the general public.

Supplementary Materials: The IYWTo data is available on request. Furthermore, on iywto.com the directory of
services is public and searchable.
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